An Address most sought after

Location Map

Live life the way it should be lived.

For Sales Enquiry Call: 9767440022
Corporate Office: 118, 1st Floor, Shivshrusti Complex, Opp Dubey Medical College, Raj Nagar, Nallasopara (E); Mob.: 8080440022
Vasai Office: A/2, Sahyog Apt., Behind Platform No. 1, Vartak School Road, Anand Nagar, Vasai Road (W), 401202. Tel.: 0250-2338261
Site: Near St. Stanislaus International School, Opp Veena Dynasty, Nallasopara East

Disclaimer: Perspectives shown in the brochure are an artist’s impression and images for representation purpose. The plans are subject to changes, relocations, amendments (Without Notice) for better layout, as per the suggestions of the Authorities and/or requirement of the context and/or and/or other concerned authorities. All the amenities, facilities, etc. are subject to the approval of the concerned authorities and are subject to changes, if required. All renderings and maps are artist’s impressions and not actual depiction of the building or landscape. Developer does not warrant or assume any legal liabilities or responsibilities for the accuracy or completeness of any information provided.

Please Issue Cheque in favour of “SHREE SAI REALTY”
Imperial Villas is an exclusive residential enclave comprising 5 Row Houses in a lush green environment of Nallasopara. You will experience a quantum leap of luxury, refinement and unfettered space when you reside at Imperial Villas. A sylvan scape that takes you closer to nature into a world that's a million miles away from the hustle and bustle of the humdrum urban life and is yet, well within city limits. What's as refreshing as the surrounding environs though is that you can own a row house for the price of a premium apartment!
Live it up!

A stunning spread of contemporary architecture greets you as you move up. Every Rowhouse showcases minimalistic design and fluid spaces that lend a wonderful airy feeling of a securely gated compound. Elevating your lifestyle to an entirely new level.

**Internal Amenities**

- Branded Vitrified Flooring in all Rooms.
- POP false ceiling in Living room, Bed room.
- Concealed electrical & modular switches.
- Decorative main Doors, with fancy door fixtures.
- Water proof doors for Bath & WC.
- Window frame in Granite/ Marble.
- Powder coated Sliding Window & one way glass.
- Modular Kitchen with wooden laminated shutters.
- Rain Water Harvesting.
- Granite Kitchen Platform with S.S. Sink.
- Loft tank of reputed make in each Row House.
- Plastic Paint on internal walls.
- Inverter point provision for every Row house.
- CCTV Cameras for Every Row house.
- Stilt Parking.
- Wooden Laminated Doors for all Internal Doors.
- Safety Door for Each Rowhouse.